Arjuna was an absolute pleasure to work with. He was always prompt to reply to us and easy to get
along with. For the wedding, both he and his assistant Carl arrived early, looking very professional. Our
wedding was captured so beautifully! Both my husband and I are quiet and a little shy, but we were very
comfortable with them. From the start, Arjuna recommended getting an album, and I was skeptical, but
my husband wanted it. I was so wrong! The album is exquisite! Beautifully crafted, bound in leather,
with crystal clear images. It is a real storybook of our day. We truly cannot say enough good things about
our experience.
-Marsha & Kody on weddingwire.com

- Sarai & Winston

“Thanks Arjuna!
They are absolutely amazing! We love them :)”
- Chelsea & Kyle

“Thanks Arjuna! They are beautiful pictures. Wilson said he likes the colour of the sunset pic and
the ring pic looks great like a photo in magazine.”
- Nancy & Wilson

“Thank you so much! And the pictures are fantastic!!”
- Nicole & Steven

“That's some awesome work! Your pictures never fail to amaze me :)”
- Michelle & Danny

“You and your wife are just fabulous!
Thank you so much!
I could not have asked for a better photographer! You are truly a gifted person!
I cannot express enough gratitude!”
- Jennifer & Jesse

“The packaging and CD is beautiful. We have so far shown the photos to my family and some of
our friends and have received glowing compliments we'd like to pass on your way. Everyone who
has seen the photos thinks they are amazing. Thanks so much once again.”
- Saumya & George

“We are so happy with how they turned out!! They are all so amazing it will be hard to choose just
one to go on the canvas!”
- Madison & Carson

